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Introduction
• After 25 years of existence, inflation has been so far very 

successful to account for observational data.

• The nature of the inflaton remains unknown however.

• The data are compatible with the simplest models of 
inflation (standard single field inflation). 

• Many high energy physics models involve several scalar 
fields. 

• If several scalar fields are light enough during inflation       
multi-field inflation !



Outline

1. Standard single field inflation

2. Linear perturbations in multi-field inflation

3. The curvaton scenario

4. Non-linear perturbations (non-Gaussianities)

5. Non-standard kinetic terms (multi-DBI inflation)



Inflation

• A period of acceleration in the early Universe

• Inflation solves the horizon problem
(and flatness, etc …).

• Inflation also provides an explanation for the origin of the 
primordial perturbations, which will give birth to 
structures in the Universe.



Scalar field inflation

• How to get inflation ?

• Scalar field

• Homogeneous equations

• Slow-roll motion 



Slow-roll regime

• Slow-roll equations 

• Slow-roll parameters

• Number of e-folds 



WMAP

Planck 

Link with observations ?

• Power spectra of scalar perturbations
• Non-gaussianities
• Tensor perturbations…



Cosmological perturbations

• Perturbed metric (longitudinal gauge, scalar perts)

• Curvature perturbation on uniform energy density hypersurfaces 

• On large scales,  is conserved for adiabatic perturbations 
(such as ) 

[Bardeen et al (1983)]

where : “local” number of e-folds

[ D.L. & Vernizzi, PRL ’05; PRD ’05 ]and



Cosmological perturbations

• Comoving curvature perturbation

• For a scalar field:

• On large scales,  is conserved for adiabatic 
perturbations (such as ) 

on large scales

: scalar field perturbation
in the flat gauge



Single field inflation

• For standard single field inflation, the vacuum quantum 
fluctuations of the scalar field are amplified at Hubble 
crossing

• Since is conserved on large scales,
it is sufficient to compute at Hubble crossing.



Scalar perturbations from inflation 

• The spectrum is quasi-scale invariant …

• but not quite …

• Deviation from flat spectrum

WMAP5: 



Gravitational waves from inflation

• Metric fluctuations: gravitational waves

• Spectrum:  

• Scale dependence:

• Consistency relation:

2 polarisations



Multi-field inflation

• High energy physics models usually involve many scalar 
fields. 

• If several scalar fields are light enough during inflation, 
one must deal with multi-field inflation !
– Several inflatons

– A single inflaton with spectator light scalar field(s)
e.g. the curvaton scenario

with

,  or more generally,

(like in DBI inflation)



Multi-field inflation

• is not conserved on large scales, in general.

• This can be seen as a transfer between the entropy (or 
isocurvature) modes and the adiabatic (or curvature) mode. 

[ Starobinsky, Yokayama ’95 ]

Gordon et al. ’00
Groot Nibbelink & Van Tent ‘00

[ Non linear extension: DL & Vernizzi ’06 ]



Numerical analysis

Double inflation model

Lalak, DL, Pokorski, Turzynski ‘07

Can be solved analytically …
[ Polarski & Starobinsky ’92 ‘94;  DL’99]



Another example: roulette inflation
[ Conlon & Quevedo ‘05

Bond, Kofman, Prokushkin, Vaudevrange ’06 ]

with



Another example: roulette inflation

Lalak, DL, Pokorski, Turzynski ‘07



After inflation
• In some models, the isocurvature perturbations could 

survive after inflation

• In the radiation era:
– Adiabatic / curvature perturbations 

– Entropy / isocurvature perturbations

• They can be related to the perturbations during inflation:
Correlation between adiabatic and isocurvature perts !

DL ‘99



The curvaton scenario 

Light scalar field during inflation (when H > m)

which later oscillates (when H < m), and finally decays.

Mollerach (1990); Linde & Mukhanov (1997) ;
Enqvist & Sloth; Lyth & Wands; Moroi & Takahashi (2001)

Decay



Perturbations from the curvaton 

• During inflation: fluctuations with

• Oscillating phase: 

• Decay: 

• Isocurvature perturbations if curvaton decays partly into CDM

if the curvaton dominates 
when it decays.

[ neglecting previous perts ]



Mixed inflaton-curvaton scenario

• Both the inflaton and curvaton fluctuations contribute to the CMB

• If , one finds

Two limits:
– pure curvaton case

– secondary inflaton case

[ DL, Vernizzi ’04 ]



Observational constraints

• Adiabatic and isocurvature produce different peak structures in the 
CMB

• Sachs-Wolfe effect:

Impact on the CMB depends on the correlation
[ D.L. & Riazuelo ’99 ]

• Present constraints [ WMAP5: Komatsu et al ‘08]

[ DL ’99 ]



Non-Gaussianities

• Bispectrum

One also uses the fNL parameter

• Link with inflation
Using the δN-formalism [ Lyth & Rodriguez ’05 ]



Non-Gaussianities

• If the scalar field perturbations are quasi-Gaussian, one finds, 
using

• Observational constraints

Pure curvaton:

[ WMAP5: Komatsu et al ’08 ]



Generalized multi-field inflation

• Generalized Lagrangians 

– particular case: 

• Generalization of single field k-inflation

– includes DBI inflation

with

[ DL, S. Renaux-Petel, D.Steer
& T. Tanaka,’ 08]

with

[Armendariz-Picon, 
Damour, Mukhanov ’99]

[Silverstein, Tong ’04; 
Alishahiha, Silverstein, Tong’04]



DBI inflation

– Brane inflation: inflaton as the distance 
between two branes 

effective 4D scalar

– Moving D3-brane in a higher-dimensional 
background

Its dynamics is governed by a Dirac-Born-Infeld 
action



DBI inflation

• One dimensional effective motion (radial motion)

• In the homogeneous case, 

1. Slow-roll regime:

2. “Relativistic” regime:
[Silverstein, Tong ’04; 
Alishahiha, Silverstein, Tong’04]

[ KKLMMT ]



Multi-field DBI inflation

• Take into account the other internal coordinates
multi-field effective description !

• Homogeneous case 

[ DL, Renaux-Petel, Steer & Tanaka, PRL ‘08 ]



Linear perturbations: general case

• Extend the analysis by Garriga & Mukhanov ‘99

• Scalar degrees of freedom = scalar field fluctuations in the flat 
gauge

• Their dynamics is described by the second order action

where , etc

and the coefficients and depend on the background 
values of the fields and of the derivatives of P.

[ DL, Renaux-Petel, 
Steer & Tanaka, PRD ‘08 ]



DBI case

• Lagrangian

• 2nd order action

• Adiabatic/entropy decomposition

with Effective speed 
of sound

Kinetic terms



Quantum fluctuations

• Canonically normalized variables

• Second order action 

with

• Equations of motion (assuming      and       negligible)



Quantum fluctuations

• In the slow-varying limit: 

Amplification at sound horizon !

Entropy modes are enhanced !



Primordial spectra

• Relating to the curvature perturbation

• In the multi-field case,       can evolve on large scales

• Tensor modes 

[ same as single-field k-inflation:
Garriga & Mukhanov ’99 ]

single-field limit 
[Garriga & Mukhanov]

standard multi-field
[Wands et al. ‘02]



Non-Gaussianities

• In the small   limit, the dominant terms in the third order action are 

• Three-point function

• Writing

one finds



Conclusions
Multi-field inflation generates entropy perturbations in 
addition to adiabatic perturbations.

Specific signatures with respect to single field inflation !

- Entropy perturbations affect the evolution of the curvature 
perturbation after Hubble crossing ! 

- At the linear level: power spectrum
- At the non-linear level: non-Gaussianities

- Depending on the models (reheating), the entropy perturbation 
mode can survive after inflation, and can be correlated with the 
adiabatic mode.
An isocurvature contribution in the primordial perturbations can 
in principle be detected in cosmological observations. 

additional window on the early universe physics
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